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 On May 12th, 1926, at 1:30 in the morning Roald On May 12th, 1926, at 1:30 in the morning Roald
Amundsen and Lincoln Ellsworth looked down fromAmundsen and Lincoln Ellsworth looked down from
the cabin of the airship Norge and knew that theythe cabin of the airship Norge and knew that they
were over the North Pole. It was a busy moment.were over the North Pole. It was a busy moment.
They dropped flags - the American, the Norwegian,They dropped flags - the American, the Norwegian,
and the Italian. Two of them, Amundsen and Oscarand the Italian. Two of them, Amundsen and Oscar
Wisting had seen the South Pole - from dog sleds.Wisting had seen the South Pole - from dog sleds.
The third, Lincoln Ellsworth, saw the culmination ofThe third, Lincoln Ellsworth, saw the culmination of
years of planning the conquest of the Arctic by air.years of planning the conquest of the Arctic by air.
Radio messages were dispatched, observationsRadio messages were dispatched, observations
made and the pole circled. Then the Norge swungmade and the pole circled. Then the Norge swung
back into her course - a course whose thin tracingback into her course - a course whose thin tracing
over the uncharted wastes was followed by millionsover the uncharted wastes was followed by millions
- and pointed for Alaska. Thus briefly the stor- and pointed for Alaska. Thus briefly the stor
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Terrific at Home Science Experiments InspiredTerrific at Home Science Experiments Inspired
by Favorite Children's Booksby Favorite Children's Books

 Combining classic children's literature with fun Combining classic children's literature with fun
kitchen science experiments, this handbook is ankitchen science experiments, this handbook is an
ideal resource for parents or teachers who want toideal resource for parents or teachers who want to
instill a cross-curricular approach to educating theirinstill a cross-curricular approach to educating their
children. A wide range of experiments are featured,children. A wide range of experiments are featured,
including how to make the green goo found iincluding how to make the green goo found i

Pain Management in Small Animal MedicinePain Management in Small Animal Medicine

 Pain Management in Small Animal Medicine Pain Management in Small Animal Medicine
describes and clearly illustrates the difficulties anddescribes and clearly illustrates the difficulties and
choices facing veterinarians in identifying andchoices facing veterinarians in identifying and
treating pain, in addition to providing an account oftreating pain, in addition to providing an account of
the neurobiological mechanisms responsible for thethe neurobiological mechanisms responsible for the
pain. Expanded from the author’s previouspain. Expanded from the author’s previous

Meet the Breeds: A Guide to More Than 200 AKCMeet the Breeds: A Guide to More Than 200 AKC
BreedsBreeds

 With more than 200 registered breeds either in one With more than 200 registered breeds either in one
of the seven Variety Groups or part of theof the seven Variety Groups or part of the
Miscellaneous Class, the American Kennel Club isMiscellaneous Class, the American Kennel Club is
the world’s largest purebred-dog registry and thethe world’s largest purebred-dog registry and the
governing body for the canine sport in the Unitedgoverning body for the canine sport in the United
States. For someone looking to add a purebred canStates. For someone looking to add a purebred can

The Little Black Book of Fitness BusinessThe Little Black Book of Fitness Business
SuccessSuccess

 Unlocking their true potential is something that few Unlocking their true potential is something that few
personal training businesses rarely do. The Littlepersonal training businesses rarely do. The Little
Black Book Of Fitness Business Success offers theBlack Book Of Fitness Business Success offers the
tools and strategies to change that by zeroing in ontools and strategies to change that by zeroing in on
the few essential areas that make the biggestthe few essential areas that make the biggest
difference for entrepreneurial fitness profesdifference for entrepreneurial fitness profes
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What others say about this ebook:What others say about this ebook:

Review 1:Review 1:
I bought this book because I wanted an explanation of the method of navigation used on thisI bought this book because I wanted an explanation of the method of navigation used on this
voyage. I was not disappointed! Very detailed chapter written by the navigator himself.voyage. I was not disappointed! Very detailed chapter written by the navigator himself.

Ron DiGiovanniRon DiGiovanni
Easton, PAEaston, PA

 Review 2: Review 2:
On May 11, 1926, the Amundsen-Ellsworth expedition aboard the airship Norge sailed due northOn May 11, 1926, the Amundsen-Ellsworth expedition aboard the airship Norge sailed due north
from Kings Bay in Spitzbergen. Three days later, without change of course, the great dirigiblefrom Kings Bay in Spitzbergen. Three days later, without change of course, the great dirigible
was seen by Eskimos in Alaska gliding southward from Arctic wastes. For the first time men hadwas seen by Eskimos in Alaska gliding southward from Arctic wastes. For the first time men had
crossed from Europe to America via the North Pole. Newspaper reports were voluminous and incrossed from Europe to America via the North Pole. Newspaper reports were voluminous and in
the main accurate, but the record as given here by the leaders themselves should be consideredthe main accurate, but the record as given here by the leaders themselves should be considered
the final authority on a transit which ushered in the epoch of polar flying.the final authority on a transit which ushered in the epoch of polar flying.

This is a well-documented book with many illustrations, simply written, without any attempt toThis is a well-documented book with many illustrations, simply written, without any attempt to
achieve effects. The participants are their own historians. Five other members contributed each aachieve effects. The participants are their own historians. Five other members contributed each a
chapter on his specialty, notably Lieutenant Riiser-Larsen, who describes the problems ofchapter on his specialty, notably Lieutenant Riiser-Larsen, who describes the problems of
navigation involved in extended air voyages, and Finn Malmgren, who kept the meteorologicalnavigation involved in extended air voyages, and Finn Malmgren, who kept the meteorological
records. One omission is not surprizing--the absence of a chapter by General (erstwhile Colonel)records. One omission is not surprizing--the absence of a chapter by General (erstwhile Colonel)
Nobile, builder of the Norge and its commander. Nevertheless his part is not minimized, thoughNobile, builder of the Norge and its commander. Nevertheless his part is not minimized, though
the authors are careful to specify his relative position in the general scheme of things.the authors are careful to specify his relative position in the general scheme of things.

To Amundsen, whose leadership meant everything, to Ellsworth, who unselfishly seconded himTo Amundsen, whose leadership meant everything, to Ellsworth, who unselfishly seconded him
and contributed a very large share of the cost ($125,000), and to the Norwegian Aero Club areand contributed a very large share of the cost ($125,000), and to the Norwegian Aero Club are
attributed first honors. In the bibliography of early polar exploration, this book falls easily in theattributed first honors. In the bibliography of early polar exploration, this book falls easily in the
front rank.front rank.

 Review 3: Review 3:
A fascinating discussion of arctic exploration in a dirigible. Although only two authors are listed,A fascinating discussion of arctic exploration in a dirigible. Although only two authors are listed,
other crew members included their accounts of the crossing, including that of HJ. Riiser-Larsen,other crew members included their accounts of the crossing, including that of HJ. Riiser-Larsen,
who gives a fascinating and lucid discussion of the principles of navigation over the ice cap in awho gives a fascinating and lucid discussion of the principles of navigation over the ice cap in a
dirigible. Never mind that the writing is a bit awkward--English is not the first language for mostdirigible. Never mind that the writing is a bit awkward--English is not the first language for most
of these guys.of these guys.
Unfortunately, the illustrations are absolute disasters. I find it difficult to understand why anyUnfortunately, the illustrations are absolute disasters. I find it difficult to understand why any
publisher (University Press of the Pacific, Honolulu) would release a publication with suchpublisher (University Press of the Pacific, Honolulu) would release a publication with such
shoddy reproduction of not only the photographs, but their virtually unreadable captions. Theshoddy reproduction of not only the photographs, but their virtually unreadable captions. The
book would be improved by eliminating these pictures altogether. Most of the pictures arebook would be improved by eliminating these pictures altogether. Most of the pictures are
shadowy smudges on the pages, and do great disservice to the writings of these heroicshadowy smudges on the pages, and do great disservice to the writings of these heroic
explorers.explorers.
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